Speaking Up
V I RT U A L

W O R K S H O P

Virtual Speaking Up enables people to succeed in the high-stakes environment of
presenting to senior executives.
You will connect and learn in a lively, real-time, virtual format with other participants. The interactive
virtual environment is ideal if you are part of a remote team or work from home.
The workshop includes an added emphasis on the skills needed to present virtually: effective voice and
body language that demonstrate confidence, enliven content, and ensure audience engagement.

You will learn how to...

The workshop includes...

• P
 rep in advance by understanding the executive
•
mindset and engaging a sponsor
•
• Lead with the bottom line, then be prepared to
•
provide critical details
•
• Construct a well-organized framework that
resonates with executives
•
• Be prepared to engage in a dialogue, not just deliver
a presentation
• Deal with energetic discussions and disagreements,
topic changes, time getting cut, and other distractions

 clear, systematic executive presentation framework
A
Intensive, interactive practice sessions
One-on-one coaching sessions
Real-world advice from senior executives
featured on video throughout the workshop
Supportive reference materials

What other clients have said about Speaking Up...
“I loved that it was only half a day, we got great real-world help with a presentation scenario, and that the framework was
simple to work through! Loved the examples and the quick blocks of time to work with a partner to hear myself say this stuff
out loud.”
“I attended PowerSpeaking the day before, and I was able to take what I learned there and apply it to the Speaking Up
session. I liked the breakouts to practice with peers as well. Probably the most valuable was that this was offered virtually.
Offering all of the courses virtually makes me personally feel more included as an employee.”
“The most valuable things were tools to address when you get thrown off track and how to appropriately handle situations;
the framework to follow that acts as a recipe for success; and the advice to lean on your exec sponsor more for insights.”
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